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Building Financial Futures
Q2 2022

Everyone feels anxious. An uncertain
market, inflation, and an ongoing pandemic
concerns employees and employers.

53%

More than half of workers indicated1
they’re "extremely or very concerned"
about the health and stability of the
economy, with the greatest concern
among workers age 55+.

25%

A quarter of participants described
their personal financial wellness as
"fair" or "poor," an increase from only
20% a year ago.1

19%

As a result, nearly 1 in 5 workers have
adjusted their retirement strategy and
are taking a more conservative
approach to how they are investing
their retirement savings.1
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Employers could be overlooking an
opportunity to connect their benefit
strategy with their talent strategy.
As employers adapt to an evolving work
environment and an increasingly diverse,
multigenerational workforce, attracting and
retaining talent continues to be their #1 priority.2
However, some benefits that employees consider
highly impactful aren’t on employers’ radar. For
example:
Fidelity found3 that employers'
perceptions of 'most valuable
43%
benefits' overlap with their workers'
perceptions less than half the time.

30%

Less than 30% of employers tied the
impact of specific benefits to increased
recruitment or reduced turnover.3

Are market conditions different this time?

The case for encouraging workers to continue to take a
long-term approach to retirement during market volatility
Fidelity suggests taking a long-term approach to retirement savings and not make changes to
your strategy based on short-term economic swings. However, the current level of economic
uncertainty has raised questions about whether these market conditions are different and
may have employees concerned that "staying the course" isn’t their best option. They
may feel increasingly anxious to take steps to protect their retirement savings.
While everyone's financial situation is different, Fidelity’s research shows the benefits of
"staying the course" with a long-term retirement savings plan.
Markets tend to rebound quickly
Stocks have rebounded much faster outside of a
recession, historically, with the stock market taking
an average of 7.3 months to get back to its prior
peak after a downturn.4 Despite challenging
economic conditions, some experts feel confident
that the economy will avoid a recession.
Staying invested and steady contributions
can help savings recover from a downturn
Market uncertainty can negatively impact
retirement savings, but a recent Fidelity analysis
shows the long-term benefits of steady
retirement contributions.
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We examined5 three different savings approaches that an
employee could have taken during the Global Financial Crisis
in 2007–2009 and the long-term effect on their savings. Each
investor started with a $400,000 balance in 2007, and Fidelity
tracked how their savings had performed as of February 2012:
The investor who went to
all cash and quit saving

$353,400

The investor who moved to
cash and continued
to contribute

$404,709

The investor who stayed
invested and continued to
contribute

$524,600

The underwater duration was 52 months during the Global Financial Crisis. The chart assumes
that the hypothetical investor entered the downturn with 70% stock/30% bond mix, an account
balance of $400,000, and a baseline annual contribution to the workplace plan of $15,000. The
decision to move to cash in this example was triggered by a 20% decline in the account. See
endnote 5 for more information. Source: Fidelity Investments.

For employees with several years to
retirement who want to take action now...

If employees feel compelled to take some sort of action, here are some suggested steps that can provide some reassurance
while maintaining a long-term approach to retirement savings:

Check asset allocation
A recent Fidelity analysis6 found that
nearly one-in-four 401(k) savers had a
greater percentage of equities than may
be prudent. Employees may want to
check the percentage of equities in their
401(k) and make sure that it's at a level
that they are comfortable with.

Revisit contribution rates
and the company match

Consider a target date*
fund or managed account**

Most companies offer matching
contributions based on the percentage an
employee contributes to their account, so
employees should consider contributing
at least enough to take full advantage of
what their company is offering in
matching contributions.

If market conditions are overwhelming,
consider help from financial
professionals with a target date fund* or
managed account.**

For employees nearing retirement...
Ongoing market uncertainty can cause more anxiety among employees nearing or just entering retirement. While Fidelity still
suggests avoiding strategy changes based on short-term economic swings, employees close to retirement may want to shift their
POV from retirement savings “accumulation” to “decumulation.” It could be time to consider other investment options for their longterm retirement income plan, as well as explore the growing number of retirement income options available from their employer:
Fidelity research6 found 84% of
employers want to give workers
the flexibility to keep their savings
in their workplace savings plan
after they retire, so a growing
number of employers are
exploring products to help
employees withdraw assets
throughout their retirement years.
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The passage of the SECURE Act has
made it easier for employers to
provide annuities as a retirement
plan distribution option. Fidelity has
seen growing interest among
employers in providing an annuity
option as part of their overall
workplace savings platform.

Near-retirees may also want to
ask their employer about
guaranteed income
solutions7 and managed
accounts, both of which can
help employees have a more
sustainable income stream
and help build more
confidence while living in
retirement.

Workplace
Savings
trends
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Average 401(k)8 and 403(b)9
account balance and total savings
rates by gender and generation10
While market conditions had a negative impact on average
account balances, total savings rates (which reflects a combined
employer + employee contribution rate) continued to remain
strong across genders and generations.

Overall

Boomers

Gen X

Millennials

Total 401(k) savings rate (employee + employer)
13.9%

16.6%

14.7%

12.8%

10.0%

13.7%

14.7%

Gen Z

Women

Men

Total 403(b) savings rate (employee + employer)
11.3%

$207,900

13.6%

12.0%

10.2%

7.6%

11.7%

11.4%

$186,100
$133,900

$103,800

$84,000
$38,800

$93,300

$112,300
$75,900
$32,800

$4,900

Average 401(k) balance
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$133,300

$124,900

$3,500

Average 403(b) balance

Average account balance8 for
“long-term” 401(k) savers
The average 401(k) account balances for individuals who
have been in their same plan, with the same employer,
over a multi-year period helps demonstrate the benefits
of taking a long-term approach to retirement savings.

Overall

Boomers

Gen X

Millennials

Gen Z

Women

Men
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10-year continuous

15-year continuous

Industry comparison of plan
design and savings behavior8
Fidelity works closely with employers to help design workplace
savings plans that will help address the specific needs of their
unique workforce. The following provides industry insight on
the usage of Roth options, managed accounts** and target
date funds,* along with the top total savings rates by industry.

Plans with Roth
401(k) option

Total savings rate

Roth 401(k)
employee
contribution rates

Employees 100%
Target Date Fund

Plans with workplace
managed account

Petrochemical

19.2%

Petrochemicals

19.1%

Retail trade

74.0%

Airlines

53.4%

Pharmaceutical

18.0%

Professional
services

18.0%

Health care (ex.
Physicians)

73.5%

Information

45.3%

83.3%

Airlines

17.1%

Energy

45.0%

Professional
services

16.5%

Pharmaceutical

44.7%

82.3%

Chemicals &
plastics

43.3%

Information

81.9%

Computer &
electronics

Health care
physicians

81.6%

Finance &
insurance

85.3%

Science &
technology

Technology
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15.9%

Airlines

17.1%

Construction

69.6%

Energy

16.6%

Technology
services

66.1%

Pharmaceutical

16.6%
Health care
physicians

65.7%

Asset allocation changes within
401(k)8 and 403(b)9 accounts
Despite ongoing market volatility, retirement savers did not
make significant changes to their asset allocation, and the
majority of savers that made a change made only one.
Percentage was slightly higher for pre-retirees (ages 60-64) with
6.8% making a change to their allocation.

Q2 2022

Q2 2020

Q2 2017

Percentage of investors that made a change to
their asset allocation

5.0%

5.9%

4.5%

Average number of allocation changes

1.31

1.49

1.29

Percentage of investors that made only one
change to their allocation

84.5%

73.8%

84.3%

Percentage of investors that shifted savings to
more conservative investments

38.8%

20.3%

0.2%
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Trends in 401(k)8 and
403(b)9 plan design
As employers continue to look for ways to enhance their
workplace savings plans with features that will help
employees with their retirement savings efforts, following
are several plan design features that have been steadily
increasing in usage over the past several years.

Q2 2022

Q2 2020

Q2 2017

Use of auto enrollment

37.1%

35.1%

30.8%

Default contribution rate

4.0%

3.9%

3.8%

Default to TDFs*

93.1%

91.4%

88.1%

Plans that offer most popular match formula (100% match on initial
3% employee contribution, 50% match on next 2%)

42.8%

40.7

40.5%

Plans that offer a workplace manage account**

38.6%

33.2%

23.5%

Plans that offer a Roth option

75.5%

70.5%

59.8%
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IRA trends
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IRA balances11
IRAs continue to see consistent growth across Fidelity’s
platform and can be an additional vehicle to help
individuals save for retirement. Fidelity’s IRA platform
has seen significant IRA growth among young
investors, especially Gen Z investors, where the total
number of IRA investors has almost doubled over the
last year.

Q2 2022

Q2 2021

YOY
change

Average IRA account balance

$110,800

$127,100

-18%

Total number of IRA accounts

12.8M

11.6M

10.6%

Gen Z IRA investors

414.2k

221.3k

87%

Millennial IRA investors

3.1M

2.5M

24%

Female millennial IRA investors

1.4M

1.2M

24%

*Considers only active participants with balance
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IRA contributions11
While not all account holders contribute to their IRA on an
annual basis, the number of accounts with a contribution has
increased by 4% since Q2 2021, with more than half of all
contributions going to Roth IRAs. Some of the largest Roth
IRA ownership increases were among millennials, where the
number of Roth IRA accounts increased almost eight percent.

Q2 2022

Q2 2021

YOY
change

Number of IRA accounts with a contribution

1.9M

1.8M

4%

Percentage of contributions to a Roth IRA

59.4%

59.8%

-0.4%

Number of Roth IRA accounts among millennials

587k

545k

7.8%

Average IRA contribution amount

$3,560

$3,870

-8%

*Considers only active participants with balance
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Endnotes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Fidelity Investments Q2 Participant Well-being survey, conducted by Ipsos, surveyed 1,100 adults between April 18-26, 2022.
Based on responses from Fidelity clients participating in Client Advisory Board (CAB), May 2022
Fidelity Investments 2021 Employer Value of Benefits Survey of 1,591 HR or benefit decision-makers.
Fidelity Investments Market Commentary, "History Suggests This Isn’t the Time to Sell,” June 2022
Fidelity Viewpoints article, “How inflation could impact retirement savings,” June 2022. Investment horizon is defined as from prior US stock market high,
to the bottom and then to the recovery to the prior high. The investment is considered "under water" during this entire horizon. The hypothetical investor
moved to cash or/and stopped contribution at an emotional trigger, which is defined as US stock market drop 20% from prior high, which is commonly
defined as bear market. Illustration assumes no withdrawals taken over the time period shown.
Fidelity Investments Plan Sponsor Panel Survey, April 2020
Annuity guarantees are subject to the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.
Fidelity Investments Q2 401(k) data based on 24,000 corporate defined contribution plans and 21.7 million participants as of June 30, 2022. These figures
include the advisor-sold market but exclude the tax-exempt market. Excluded from the behavioral statistics are non-qualified defined contribution plans
and plans for Fidelity’s own employees. Fidelity Investments Q2 403(b) data based on 10,260 Tax-exempt plans and 7.6 million plan participants as of
June 30, 2022. Considers average balance across all active plans for 5.7M unique individuals employed in tax-exempt market.
Generations as defined by Pew Research: Baby Boomers are those people born between 1946 and 1964; Gen X are those people born between 1964
and 1980; Millennials are those people born between 1981 and 1996; and Gen Z are those people born between 1997 and 2012.
Based on Fidelity analysis of 4.1 million active individuals with balance employed in tax-exempt market.
Fidelity business analysis of 12.8 million IRA accounts as of June 30, 2022.

Information provided in and presentation of this document is for informational and educational purposes only. To the extent any investment information in
this material and its presentation is deemed to be a recommendation, it is not meant to be impartial investment advice or advice in a fiduciary capacity and is
not intended to be used as a primary basis for you or your client's investment decisions. Fidelity and its representatives may have a conflict of interest in the
products or services mentioned in this material because they have a financial interest in them, and receive compensation, directly or indirectly, in connection
with the management, distribution, and/or servicing of these products or services, including Fidelity funds, certain third-party funds and products, and certain
investment services.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Keep in mind that investing involves risk. The value of your investment will fluctuate over time, and you
may gain or lose money.
* Target Date Funds are an asset mix of stocks, bonds and other investments that automatically becomes more conservative as the fund approaches its target
retirement date and beyond. Principal invested is not guaranteed.
** "Fidelity Managed Accounts" or "Fidelity managed accounts" refer to the discretionary investment management services provided through Fidelity Personal
and Workplace Advisors LLC (FPWA), a registered investment adviser. These services are provided for a fee. Brokerage services provided by Fidelity Brokerage
Services LLC (FBS), and custodial and related services provided by National Financial
Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against loss.
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC 900 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917
Fidelity Distributors Company LLC, 500 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917
National Financial Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC, 245 Summer, Boston, MA 02110
1042885.1.0
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